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This invention relates‘to the smelting of metal 
and more particularly lto the smelting of light 
metals for purposes of refining, purifying, modi 
fying and mixing them.AA n , ~ 

In. the smelting of light metals such as Aalumi 
' ` num vthe metal is reduced to a liquid state for 
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the removaln of metal oxide coatings and impuri- » 
ties.4 The heatingÀ of metal for the purpose of 

d bringing it to a molten state vhas the effect, in an 
oxidizing atmosphere such as air,~of causing fur 

` ther oxidation of the metal with a resultant loss 
in recovery. It. therefore becomes desirable to 

. heat the metal rapidlyand. bring .it to a molten 
state with minimum exposure.l to an oxidizing 
atmosphere or environment while being heated. 
To eiïect the rapid melting of light metals it 

has been customary in the smelting art to main 
tain a bath `of molten metal into which solid 
»metal is introduced. Submerging of the 4s'olid` 
metal in thermolten bathy effects av rapid heaty 
transfer from the molten metal tothe solid 
metal particles or pieces, so that they are quiciny 
reduced to a molten state. Large pieces of metal 
to be .thus _smelted are handled without undue 
diiiiculty,> but in the case of small metal particles 
such as cuttings, turnings, filings and the like 
immersion in the molten bath is diiîicult. This y 
diiiiculty arises _not only by reason of the small 
light-weight and buoyant character of the parti 
cles or pieces, but because on thesurface of the. 
molten bath a layer of oxide and slag material 
`may be. present which acts as a vvsupport for the 
small particles and resists their introduction or 

l movement into the bath of molten material un 
derneath. Hence vsmall particles of light metal, 
when placed on the top of a smelting bath tend 
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ñux placed on the top of a molten bath does not 
become thoroughly mixed into the molten metal 
and hence it is not employed to greatest em 
ciency. Accordingly, it is often necessary to ein' 
ploy a largervquantity of ñuxing material ̀ when 
smelting by conventional methods than would be 
required if a more thorough and efficient mix 

. ing of the flux and metal could beobtained. 
One practice in the -smelting art is‘to bring 

metal to a viscous or pasty state in which the 
metal is neither liquid nor solid, but interme 
diate such conditions, and in which convection 
and flow isreduced for maintaining ñuxes and 
other reñning' agents in intimate association 
'with the metal for a' longer period of time. 

Advantages are also realized in the reñning of 
metal by maintaining the metal in a pasty mix` 
condition during a period of the smelting in ad 

f dition to the beneñts derived from this practice 
20 
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in connection with iiuxing-and purifying. For 
example it is desirable under certain conditions 
to introduce gases »such as nitrogen, chlorine, 
iluorine and _hydrogen fluoride into the metal 
during smelting and refining. These so-called 
reñning gases, when introduced into a pasty mix 
of the metal. are physically entrained and the 

' high viscosity of the metal retards the move 
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to be exposed for an excessive length of time to ' 
the oxidizing atmosphere of the air and the con 
taminating impurities in the slag layer,y while at 
the same time being subjected to the heat of the 
slag and the molten body of metal underneath. 
Another problem encountered in the'sinelting 

"1"" `foi? light metals is inl connectionwith i‘luxing’.4 To 
separate the metalvfrom :oxides and other im 

` .'purities various iluxes are. added. Such mate 
rials are lcustomarily employed in a powdered 
form and areoi lightweight, so that in` associat 

ì._»ing themselves with the oxides and impurities 
f they buoy up these deleterious materials in the 
molten mass, causing the undesirable constitu 
ents to rise to the surface and form the slag layer 

. Sincek f the fluxes are 

duce them into the metal through the slag layer 
or even when thereris. no slag layer. Much of the 
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ment of the gas upwardly through the metal to 
the surface, where it escapes and is lost. Thus a 
considerable economy in reñning gas can >be real 
ized by carrying such gas‘into a pasty mix of the 
metal tobe reilned. Thus iluxes and refiners 
added to-metal maintained in a slush or pasty 
state can be more readily commingled andthe 
tendency of the impurities, contaminants, ñux 
and other additives to separate out and either 
sink to the bottom or rise to the surface of the 
metal by reason of greater Weight or buoyancy is 
minimized. ~ ‘ 

It is therefore one of the principal objects of 
the present invention ‘to provide an improved 
process for smelting metal, particularly «light 

v metal such as aluminum, -Which will largely over 
come .the diiiiculties mentioned above and which 
>will obtain the advantages of simplicity. con 
'tinuity, and economy of metal, fluxes; renners 
an’d other additives; such-process to include the 
circulation of molten metal from f one body 

. thereof toanOther and back again, accompanied 
by the transfer of heat from molten metal in one 

' of the bodies thereof to solid metal being smelted; 
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and the compensation for >such heat transfer or 
the replenishment thereof by the application of 
heat to molten-metal in the other' body. _ 
>Another object of the invention is to provide a 
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smelting process in which heat is rapidly applied 
to solid metal being smelted to elevate 'the same 
quickly to its melting temperature while protect 
ing it from oxidizing atmosphere so that oxida 
tion thereof is minimized. More specifically, the » 
invention contemplates the _rapid immersion or 
engulfment of the solid'metal in higher tempera- ` 
ture liquid metal, so that“ the solid metal is by 
reason of such immersion or engulfment pro 
tected or shielded from exposure to the oxidiz 
ing air or atmosphere while being melted. 
A further object of the invention is to provide  

a process of smelting wherein a stream of molten 
metal is continuously withdrawn fromy a rela 
tively large body of molten ̀ metal and poured A 
or directed over, through or onto solid metal 
pieces or particles, so as to rapidly immerse, sur 
round or engulf the solid metal and through 
intimate contact therewith effect a rapid heat 
transfer which quickly raises the solid metal to 
a pasty state, its melting point. or substantially 
so. In its preferred form the process of this 
invention is calculated to permit retention of 
the metal being smelted in a pasty mix, state or 
condition just short of complete liquefaction for 
a sumcient period of time to enable optimum 
fluxing and refining to take place. Thereafter 
and by the further addition of heat to the pasty 
mix, as'by commingling additional quantities of 
relatively high temperature molten metal there 
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body thereof and the introduction of the same 
into the smaller body of metal may be con 
tinuous, additional solid metal to be smelted is 
introduced into the circuit and rapidly brought 
to pasty condition by commingling in the small 
body of metal with the hotter metal withdrawn 
from the large body and the cycle is repeated. 
In this manner the process can' be continued 
cyclicly until a large batch or quantity of re 
fined metal is produced and, after withdrawal 
from the apparatus, the latter is in condition 
for smelting òf a> succeeding batch by the same 
process. In each instance a small amount of 

l metal may be left in the apparatus with which 
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30 
with, the mass is brought “to skim” in which . 
condition impurities, _contaminants and,the like 
rise to the surface or are carried thereto by the 

». action of the flux and are separated. 
A still further object of the invention is the 

provision of a. process which includes maintain 
. ingseveral bodies of metal in ji'ixtapositiony and 
`provides for continuous circulation of molten 
metal between the bodies so that in refining or 
smelting, alloying» and refining a large batch, 
all portions of such batch can be made homoge 
neous and uniform, permitting the introduction 
of alloying, refining and purifying ingredients 
in one region of the batch and obtaining proper 
distribution and incorporation of such ingredi 
ents throughout the mixture. 
As a still further feature and object of this 

invention a process is contemplated in which 
a relatively large body of metal is maintained 
in a molten condition in a. substanially closed 
furnace, which serves to furnish to thev metal the 
bull: of the heat used in the smelting process, 
and a continuous stream of molten metal is with 
drawn from the large body and directed into a 
separate and smaller body of metal, where it 
commingles with solid metal introduced into the 
smaller body, supplying heat to the latter and 
forming a pasty mix which is progressively built 
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up or increased in size and maintained until  
refining, purifying and segregation of contam 
inants and impurities are substantially com 
pleted. Thereafter' by the continued withdrawal 
of relatively hot metal from the large molten 
body thereof and the introduction of the same 
into the smaller body of pastry mix metal with 
out further addition thereto of solid metal, the 
temperature of the small body of metal is in 
creased sufficiently to completely liquefy the same 
and bring it “to skim” so that impurities and 
contaminants rise or are carried to the surface 
and are separated, and the underlying, refined 
metal is then flowed into the large body of molten 
metal to commingle therewith. After such a 
cycle of operation, during which the flow or with 
drawal of- molten metal from the large mass or 
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to start the ñrst cycle of the succeeding batch. 
Duringthe smelting refiners and alloying ingredi 
ents are added as desired. 
As an arrangement suitable for relatively large 

scale operations, the present invention has as 
a further object the provision of an improved 
process for substantially continuous smelting of 
light metal. In the sense that it is used in this 
specification. “continuous” denotes the addition 
of succeeding quantities of metal to be smelted 
while the purifying and refining of previously 
added quantities of metal is progressing. Thus 
the continuous process is distinguished from the 
cyclic process, the latter requiring that the addi 
tion of fresh metal to be smelted be discontinued ' 
while the pasty mix metal is “brought to skim” 
and the impurities, contaminants and the like 
separated from the top of the molten bath. 
The continuous process of the present inven 

tion is performed in a furnace similar to that 
employed in the intermittent or cyclic batch 
method. An auxiliary hearth is provided upon 
which is maintained a body of metal, a part of 
such metal undergoing purification and renne 
ment in a pasty mass condition, while another 
part is being brought to skim and the slag and 
impurities removed from the top thereof. The 
purified and refined metal flows back into the 
main furnace or heating chamber for re-circula 
tion and re-use in the process until withdrawn 
from the smelter. , 
The fresh solid metal being added continuously 

or at regular intervals to the auxiliary hearth 
and which is being smelted, is heated to a pasty 
state by a continuous stream of molten metal 
from the large body thereof in the main heat 
ing chamber. Heat is added to that part or 
portion of the metal on the auxiliary hearth 
which is being brought to skim by continuously 
introducing thereinto a second or separate stream 

. of relatively hot molten metal drawn from the 
large body of molten metal on vthe main hearth 
of the heating chamber. Thus heat is added 
to the body of metal on the auxiliary hearth 
at two separated points, one point being that 
at which the metal to be smelted is introduced, 
and the other point being that at which it is de 
sired to convert the pasty mass metal into a 
readily flowable liquid for separation of im 
purities, contaminants and for skimming. By 
correct proportioning of the rate of flow of the 
molten metal into the body of metal on the 
hearth at the several points mentioned, the cor 
rect amounts of heat can be added to maintain 
the metal in a pasty state after its initial in 
troduction to the apparatus on the auxiliary~ 
hearth and to subsequently convert it to a liquid 
from the pasty mass for the separation of im 
purities and for flowing it into the main furnace 
chamber. » 

For still further objects the invention con 
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templates the provision ot a process which is 
, relatively simple and readily operatedwith maxi- 
mum efficiency and economy. The invention re 
sides in certain combinations and sequences of 
steps and arrangement and treatment of the 
materials being processed. Other ~objects and 
advantagesnot specifically mentioned above will ' 
become apparent from the following detailed de- " 
scription of the invention which is made in con 
nection with the accompanying drawings form 
ing part of the specification. 
In the drawings; 

_ Fig. 1 is a plan view, partly diagrammatic, of 
a furnace embodying certain of the principles 
of the present invention and suitable for use in 
carrying out the process contemplated herein: 

, Fig. 2 is a vertical, sectional view taken sub 
stantially on the line 2-2 of Fig. 1; , 
Fig. 3 is a fragmentary, vertical, sectional view 

with parts removed taken substantially on 'the 
line 3-3 of Fig. l and enlarged with respect 

- thereto; , 

. Fig. 4' is a sectional detau taken substantially 
l on theline 4--4 of Fig. 3 and enlarged with re-` 
spect thereto: 

Fig. 51s a sectional detaiitaken substantiany 
on the line 5-5 yof Fig. 3 and enlarged with re 
spect thereto ; 

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary plan view, with parts 
` _broken away, showing the auxiliary hearth por 
tion of a modifled form of apparatus as contem- » 
plated by the present invention for use in a con- „ 
tinuous process; and 

Fig. 7 is a .vertical section with parts broken 
away taken substantially onv the line ¿1-1 of 
Fig. 6. , , v 

Referring now to the drawings by numerals of 
reference vwhich indicate like parts throughout 

` v the several views, an apparatus suitable for carry 
ingfout the process of the _present invention in 
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cludes a modified furnace structure, preferably _ 
of the reverberatory type, although other heaters 
may be employed. Such furnaces include besides 
a >suitable metal frame, not shown, a main 
hearth I enclosed by refractory lined side walls 
3 and 5,-refractory lined front and rear walls 4 
and 2, and an arched refractory lined dome or 
ceiling 6. There is thus provided in the furnace 
an enclosed holding and heating chamber for 
molten metal B. Over such metal there is main- ' 

. tained a controlled atmosphere which in practice 
is preferably slightly oxidizing in nature. Fuel 
such as gas and combustion air are introduced 
into the furnace chamber through openings 1 in 
the side wall 5 which accommodate conventional 
gas burners not shown. ASpent or burned out 
gases are exhausted through ilue 8, also located 
in' the side wall 5. 
In the sidewall 3 there is formed an outlet 

_ opening communicating with the kbottom of the 
main -heating chamber adjacent the level of the 
hearth I and provided with aspout III. vThis out 
let opening is plugged during the smelting process 
and when> the smelting is completed the plug is 
»withdrawn so that` the molten metal ñows out ' 
through the spout I0 into ladles, ingot molds> 
and the like, for subsequent use as` desired.` A 
number of clean-out or access openings II, I2 
and I3 are formed in the walls 2,»4 and 5, respec 
tively, of the furnace vand can be removed or 
opened when it is desired to clean orïrepair the 
interior of the main furnace chamber or for ini 
tial charging of metal therein.v ‘ 
On the outside of the main furnace chamber, 

valong the‘exterior side of front wall 4. is an open 75 

6 
or auxiliary hearth Il which may be onsubstan- l 
tially the same level as the main'` or covered hearth 
I. The hearth I8 is enclosedby upright refrac 
tory lined side walls I1, thus providing an open 
topped- receptacledisposed on the outside of the 
mainl hearth chamber and separated therefrom 
by the front wall 4. ` ` 

At one end of the auxiliary hearth I3 an open- 
ing or passage 20 is formed through the front 
wall 4 adjacent the bottom thereof. The auxiliary „ 
hearth I8 thus communicates with the main 
hearth I through thel >passage 20 permitting 
the flow of molten metal from one hearth to 
the other, thereby maintaining equal levels of ̀ 
molten metal on the two-hearths. `The circula 
tion o? molten metal as contemplated by kthis 
invent on involves a flow from a relatively 
large body B of metal on the main hearth I 
through the' low relatively small passage or open 
ing 20 onto the auxiliary hearth and return to 
the main hearth through a relatively larger pas 
sage or opening 2I formed through thefront wall 
4 at the other end of the auxiliary hearth I3. A 
slidable or vertically movable closure or door 22 
of refractory material is provided’for the pas 
sage 2I. Normally the closure 22 isl adjusted to 
or just below the surface of the metal in the open 
auxiliary hearth compartment. The gate or clo 
sure 22 thus prevents the flow of slag or dross 
on 'the-surface of the auxiliary hearth metal into 
the main furnace chamber and` seals the main 
chamber and the molten metal B from the outside 
atmospherakeeping the heat in‘ and theair out. 

In. smelting solid piecesA of metal,particles or 
chunks are immersed in a relatively small body 
Al of molten metal carried onv the vauxiliary or 
working hearth I8. From'4 the larger body B of 
molten metal, heated to. a relatively high tem 

. perature in the main or reverberatory portion of 
the furnace, a substantially continuous stream is 
flowed onto the hearth lßithrough the opening 
or passage 20, from whence it emerges'ilrst into 
the small body C and is then pumped over across 
wall or Weir 40 and into heat exchanging rela 
tion with the solid metal that has'been introduced 
into the small body A. yThus heat is supplied to 
the solid metal to reduce it to a moltenor pasty 
state or condition.  

To eilect a flow of metal between the relatively 
large body B contained inthe main heating cham 
ber on the hearth I andthe smaller body A of 
metal in juxtaposition thereto _on the auxiliary 
hearth I8 any suitable pumping or flow inducing 
means or device may be utilized; One such de_ 
vice, illustrated in Figs. 1 through 5, comprises an 
electric induction pump, more fully described in 
co-pending patent application, Serial NQ. 683,115, 
filed July 12, 1946. 'I f 
This pump islocated generally below'the level 

of the hearths and comprises a refractory lined 
structure formed with upright passages 23l and 
24, disposed in spaced preferablyparallel rela 
tion andv opening upwardly through the floor of 
the auxiliary hearth I8-, The bottom or lower 
ends of the upright channels 23 and 24 are con 
nected by a horizontal or transverse cross -chan 
nel 25, which is preferably‘of larger cross 'sec 
tional area than the upright channels so that it 
does not become blocked by settling o_f impurities 
or sediment; Midway between the upright chan 
nels »23 and 24 and preferably in parallel rela 
tion thereto is a central pumping channel 26, 
which also' communicates atfits lower end with 
the connectingv or cross‘channel 25. Extending 
around the central or pumping Achannel 26 `and 
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through the refractory structure of the pump 
is a soft iron laminated core 28, which may be of 
rectangular shape as shown in Fig. 5. This core 
carries windings '30 and 3| of copper wire which 
constitute the primary of the pump transformer 
assembly and are connected to a'suitable source 
of alternating current such as standard frequency 
power for the purpose of inducingv alternating 
electro-magnetic flux in the iron core 28. "I'he 
core 28 and the primary coils 30 and 3| are in 
sulated by refractory material 32 which separates 
and protects the coils from the heat of the molten 
metal flowing through the passages of the pump 
structure formed in the refractory. \ 
Extending as an upward continuation of the 

central or pumping channel 28 is a passage 31 
formed in a conduit which includes an upper por 
tion 38 of refractory material and a relatively 
short section 4| of electrically'conductive mate 
rial such as carbon. The conductive section 4| 
is disposed at the upper end of the pumping chan 
nel 26 adjacent the level of the iioor of the auxil 
iary hearth |8. 
Referring to Fig. 4 the liquid metal in the pas 

sages 23, 24, 25 and 28, and the liquid metal on 
the auxiliary hearth I8 together with the conduc 
tive insert or portion 4| of the extension passage, 
constitute a lpair of merged secondary loops 
around the transformer core 28. Each loop has a 
leg common to the other loop and comprising the 
molten metal in the central passage 28. The ef 
fect of an alternating current imposed on the 
primary coils 30 and 3| is to induce current in 
the molten metal secondary loops which not only 
heats such molten metal but causes the same to 
rise in the pumping channel 26 and in the ex 
tension passage 31. The direction of winding 
of the coils 30 and 3| is such that each induces 
current iiow in the same direction in the pump 
ing passage 26. 
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The upper end of the conduit 38 is supported ' 

on a cross wall or Weir 40, which divides the aux 
iliary hearth I8 into two zones one of which _con 
tains the “working” body of metal indicated at A 
(and which is in communication with the metal 
B on the main hearth | through the opening 2 I) 
and a smaller or “feeder” body of metal indicated 
at C (which also is in communication with the 
metal B on the main hearth | through the pas 
sage 20). The top of the weir or cross wall 40 
is formed with a pouring lip 33 which extends as « 
a continuation of the passage 31 in the conduit 
36. Metal which is~ drawn into the pumping 
structure through the upright passages 23 and 
24 from the feeder body C is thus forced around . 
and upwardly through the pumping passage 26, 
through the extension passage 31 and over the 
lip 38 of the weir or wall 40 to pour onto the mass 
of metal A and any solid metal pieces or particles 
which may have been placed adjacent the wall or 
weir 40. ' 
The pumping apparatus is illustrated as be 

ing disposed at an angle to the vertical, which 
facilitates access for servicing or repair. It may, 
however, be disposed at other angles than that 
shown. A suitable enclosing and supporting 
metallic casing '39 may be employed for the 
pumping structure and includes a housing 34 
which is disposed in sealing relation around one 
end of the openings which receive the iron core 
28 and the primary coils 38 and 3l. A suitable 
fan or air blower (not shown) communicates 
with the interior of the housing 34 through an 
opening 35 to force or draw cooling air over the 
transformer coils to prevent excessive tempera 
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ture rise. The metal casing or supporting struc 
ture 38 for the pump may be separated from the 
refractory material constituting the walls of the 
passages by insulation indicated at v33. A re 
movable clean-out or access door or plug 21 is 
provided at one end of the transverse or con 
necting passage 25. 
In operating the furnace or smelter in ac 

cordance with the principles of the present in 
vention, an initial starting or heel charge is pro 
vided as by leaving a small amount of metal from 
a preceding batch in the furnace or by mtroduc 
ing a quantity by pouring molten metal onto the 
auxiliary hearth |8 from whence it i‘lows onto 
the hearth | through the opening 2|; or a quan 
tity of solid metal may be charged directly into 
the main furnace chamber through the door 
opening || and melted by heat from the combus 
tion of gases supplied through the burner open 
ings 1. 
The initial quantity of metal placed or charged 

onto the hearths of the smelter maynot and 
preferably will not be as large in quantity as in 
dicated in the drawings, which represent an in 
termediate stage in the complete process. For 
descriptive purposes, however, the relative quan 
tities shown in the drawings are used to indicate 
the cyclic operation. Actually, the relativelevels 
will rise and fall depending on the rate of addi 
tion of fresh or solid metal, the viscosity or con 
dition of the metal 'in the different bodies, the 
skimming of slag and contaminants, and the ac 
tion of the pumping unit. The total metal charge 
in the furnace includes the main or relatively 
large body B, and a smaller body in juxtaposition 
thereto comprising the masses A and C in the 
two zones of the auxiliary hearth |8. The large 
body of metal B under the controlled atmosphere i 
in the main heating chamber is heated to a tem 
perature substantially above its melting point in 
the manner previously mentioned. 

Energization of the4 submerged induction pump 
structure flows molten metal from the mass in 
dicated at C on one zone of the auxiliary hearth, 
over the weir or cross wall 48 and onto the metal 
A in the other zone o_f the auxiliary hearth. The 
metal A from the auxiliary hearth flows into the 
metal B in the> heating chamber through the 
opening 2l. A continuous circulation or flow of 
the molten metal is thus established, the metal 
being heated primarily in the controlled atmos 
phere chamber over the main hearth i, but also 
heated in a secondary manner in passing through 
the pumping structure by reason of the resist 
ance of the metal to the flow of the electrical 
currents induced therein. 
Metalto be smelted is submerged in the metal 

A on the auxiliary hearth where it rapidly ab 
sorbs heat from the relatively high temperature 
molten metal continuously supplied to this melt 
ing or mixing and commingling zone through cir 
culation of the metal'induced bythe pumping 
structure. Small pieces or particles of metal to 
be smelted such as turnings, cuttings, spillings 
and the like are introduced into the mixing zone 
adjacent the cross wall or weir 40, where the 
down flowing metal from the pump outlet pas 
sage 31 promptly engulfs and submerges such 
small particles, carrying them below the surface 
of the metal A and minimizing oxidation of the 
solid metal. Fluxing materials, refiners and the 
like can also be added to the metal A in the down 
flowing stream from the outlet of the pumping 
structure. In this manner the vadditives are 
thoroughly mixed anddistributed in the metal A, 
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so that uniform reìinlhs. ` 
ficationfof the metal results. ' _ 

a, seance ̀ 

cation and modi- ,y 
The addition of a large ,quantity of solid metal ' 

to themetal ̀ A results in lowering the tempera 
tur of the` molten or circulated metal so that a"k 

ous pasty mass'having a slush-like consist 
ency results. y 
in the refining process especially when the metal 
being smelted is 'scrap'containing removableim 
purities 'and contaminants such' as dirt and other 
foreign elements, as well as oxides of the metal 
being smelted. 4Flux added to the metal A for 
purification thereof'is‘mixed _through and en 
trained in the pasty mass and is evenly distrib 
uted by reason of being introduced at the region 
of theinfiowing metalv delivered by the pumping 
structure. The' viscous nature of the pasty mass 
prevents rapid rising of the fluxing material up 

» wardly through the metal being purified, allow 
ing an intimate association of the flux with the 
metal being purified for a relatively long period 
of time, resulting in more eilicient action of the 

, lthe stream of 

This pasty condition is beneficial l 
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flux and improved purification, so that vsegrega 
tion of the‘impurities is substantially completed 
in the pasty state of the mass. . ' 
Refining materials added in a similar manner 

to the mass of metal A are evenly and thoroughly 
distributed therethrough and by reason of the 
viscosity of the metal in the pasty condition are 
prevented from separating out and being lost. 
When the purification, refining and treatment 

v - of the metal A has been substantially completed 
in the pasty state, the addition of solid metal is 
suspended for a time while the flow of relatively 
hot molten metal through the pumping apparatus 
or structure is continued." This continuous addi 
tion of hot molten metal from the large body 
thereof in the. main heating chamber on the 
hearth I tothe working mass of metal on the 
auxiliary hearth raises the temperature of the 
pasty mass of metal suñiciently to liquefy the 
same. In this manner the metal A, with‘the seg-A 
regation of the impurities and contaminantsV 
therein substantially completed is liquefied, per 
mitting the relatively light fiuxing materials to 
rise to the surface, carrying with them the seg 
regatedy impurities and contaminants. This step‘ 
is commonly known as "bringing to skim.” 
The continuedflow of molten metal over the 

weir or cross wall lll effects a fiow ofthe purified 
metal through the opening 2l onto' the main 
heating hearthl, where it is further raised‘in 
temperature and> commingled with the larger 
mass of metal on the main hearth. 
The oxides and other contaminants" carried to I 

the surface of the metal A‘are separated there-y 
from by mechanical or hand skimming. yWhen 
the contaminants are thus separated the smelt- ' 
ing cycle is completed and the apparatus is in 
.condition for repetition of the cycle >by the addi, 
tion of solid metal introducedV into the metalA 

with the total mass of metal contained in the 
apparatus increasing each time until the furnace 
is full and readv to be tapped or .emptied through 
the spout l0. By reason of the continuous cir 
culation ofthe molten metal under the influence 

, ofthe pumping structure, allof the metal in the 
furnace 'is lbrought to uniform composition re 
gardless of the fact that it may include metal of 
widely,` varying 4composition added during differ 
ent cycles of the smelting process. 'I'he metallur 
gist is therefore able by sampling'v at one point to 
determine accurately what refining and alloyingA 
materials should, >be added` to bringthe entire 
charge to the vproper composition before tapping. 
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, on the auxiliary hearth. The'cycle is repeated ‘ 

modifyingjthe metal-can be introduced rapidly. 
withouti waste or loss thereof, by _placing them in i " 

metal flowing out ofthe .pumpingl V 
structure. \ . 

_ In Figs. 4(land .'7>` is illustrated a. modification 
of the'invention which includes afeature par-p. 
ticularly‘ useful when smeltingmetal in the form ¿. 

' „of relatively fine particles, such as turnings, cut- _ î 
ting. borings andthe like. This modiflcationalso 
illustrates a suitable apparatus vfor performing 
the present process or method “continuously" in 
the manner previously mentioned. The 'main' 
furnace structure used in this modiflcationmay 
be the same as that shown in the preceding figures 
and a complete showing thereof has been omitted 
for simplicity. Front wall 4 of such furnace is 
designated in Figs. 6 and 7. it being understood 
that the remainder of the structure not included 
in Figs. 6 and 7 corresponds generally to that 
previously described. Certain parts or portions 
of the modified structure and which correspond 
to parts described in connectionwith the preced 
ing figures have been indicated` by the same 
`numerals of reference, as for example, the aux- . 
iliary hearth I8, side walls Il, return passage 2| 
and the adjustable gate 22 for the return pas 
Sage. ~ /4 

A cross wall or partition 10 of fire brickfo simi 
lar material divides the body of metal on the aux 
iliary hearth I8 into a feed portion D and a re 
ñning portion E. The levels of the metal por 
tions D and E-shown in the drawings are purely 
arbitrary since the levels -Will rise and fall slightly 
relative to one another, depending upon the vis 
cosity of the metal and other factors. During the 
building up of a batch of metal in the furnace 
from >the original heel, the general' level of the 
metal will progressively rise. '  

The level of the feed portion D of 

of the molten metal on the main hearth inside 
the heating portion of the furnace by` flow 
through a low level opening or passage 1l, which 
corresponds to the opening 20 previously de 
scribed. ' ~ ' i ‘ 

The position of the partition wall 'I0 is such> 
that the refining portion E of the outside or aux- ̀ 
iliaryhearth metal is several times larger than 
the feed portion D, the latter serving merely to 
supply the pump which lifts the molten metal 
over the partition l0 for ñow into different zones  
of the refining metal E. 
At one ̀ encl of ̀ the refining metal E, as adja 

cent the partition 10, is a. receiver or' hopper into ' 
which metal ̀ to be smelted orvrefined-is intro 
duced._ This receiver is constructed of heat re 
sistant material. such as graphite'or silicon car 
bide and may include an upright cylindrical con- ` 
iining pedestal portion 12 surmounted by an open 
topped funnel .or `cone 13. About the upper 

' peripheral edge of the funnel 'I3 is a cylindrical 
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'retaining flange 'Il which> prevents metal de 
posited on the receiving funnel 13 from overflow 
ing. rI'he parts of the receiver may be of in 
tegral molded construction and Aat the-bottom of ‘ 
the pedestal portion a plurality of lopenings‘lä are ̀ _l _ 
provided for the out-ñowfof metal from the in- ‘_ ` 
terior of the retaining pedestal onto the‘hearth> 1_8.' ' 
A pumping apparatus, which may beiof the' 

type disclosed,> in copending'patent application, ` y 
Serial No. 714,463 filed December` 6; 1946 isv 
mounted on the auxiliary hearth l8'in'thefeed'f 
metal D. »This pump, comprising'an upright body " ‘ 
16, containing the vertical shaft, impeller, cham 

Additionally the materials tol be thus added in » 

metal ~ is 
vmaintained by gravity substantially equal to that 
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bers and passages of the device, and an actuating 
motor 11, has a bottom inlet 18 through which 
metal is drawn from the feed kportion D and ̀ an 
outlet 18 above the le'. el of the partition or divid- ' 
ing wall 18 through which molten metal is dis 
charged.  - _ ¿ ,_ 

` Mounted aboverthe level of the metal on the 
auxiliary hearth I8 and supported as by the parti 
tion wall 18, a shelf along the main furnace wall 
4, and a, short guide wall 80, is a manifold flume 
or duct structure comprising a cross conductor 
82 and lateral conductors 83~and 84. The cross 

, conductor 82 receives hot molten metal from the 
outlet 19 of the pump structure and carries it 
bathe lateral conductors 83 and 84. By reason 
of the high temperatures to which the~ manifold 
and conductor structure is subjected, it is prefer 
ably made of heat resistant or refractory material 
and may be molded or machined from solid pieces. 
As shown in Fig. 7, the conductors or flumes are 
inclined downwardly in the direction of flow of 
the molten metal, so that the metal moves by 
gravity therethrough. f ` 

Adjustable gates 85 and 88 areprovided to pro 
. portion the flow of metal through the cross con 
ductors 83 and 84. These gates may be, formed 
of refractory material, movable vertically through 
slots in the upper walls of the conductors, so 
as to vary the available cross section within the 
respective conductors for the ñow of molten metal 
therethrough. Removable pegs 81 are fitted 
through selected holes of a number formed in 
the gates 85 and are engaged in sockets in a block 
88 to hold the gates in desired adjusted vertical 
positions. 'I'he gate 85 controlling the flow of 
molten metal through the lateral conductor 83 is> 
disposed at the connection of *such conductor to 
the cross conductor 82. The gate 88’ controlling 
the flow through the lateral conductor 84 is dis 
posed in the cross conductor 82 just beyond the 

' connection of the lateral conductor 83. By thus 
positioning the gates relatively close to the pump 

. outlet '19, the freezing of metal in the flume, 
should one or both of the gates be closed, is 
avoided. . Y 

The lateral conductor 83 extends tangentially 
over the circular skirt or flange 14 of the funnel 
shaped receiver adjacent the periphery of the 
latter so that molten metal flowing out of the 
flume or conductor is discharged tangentially 
onto the outer edge of the conical funnel. Thus 
there is provided a continuous vortex or whirl 
pool of hot molten metal substantially covering 
the upwardly directed open topped cone or funnel 
of the receiver. Metal to be smelted and intro 
duced into the receiver“ in relatively finely divided ' 
form, such as prevails in the case of turnings, 
borings, cutting and the like, is quickly engulfed 
in a swirling vortex 90 of molten metal on the 
receiver and carried downwardly into and 
through the cylindrical retainer 12. 

Refiners, puriñers, and fluxing materials to be 
added during the process are likewise introduced 
into the receiver vortex and are rapidly engulfed 
and carried below the surface of the molten metal 
in the cylindrical retainer. They are kept sub 
merged by the incoming fresh material. 
The relative quantity of molten metal flowed 

onto the conical portion of the receiver through 
the lateral conductor 83 is so regulated by means 
of the adjustable gate 85 that the heat thus in 
troduced into the receiver is just sufficient to 
make a pasty mass or mix of all of the materials 
and metals added through the receiver. This 
pasty mix, which holds the metal to be refined 
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in intimate association with the refining ma 
~terials and ñuxes, moves continuously outwardly 
through the bottom of the receiver cylindrical 
portion 12 through the opening 18 in the latter 
and into the main mass of the refining portion 
E of the metal on the auxiliary hearth. A gen 
eral flow over the auxiliary hearth 18 is thus 
induced in the metal. The level of the mixed 
metals rises Somewhat in the cylindrical receiver 
12 over the prevailing level outside of the receiver 
on the hearth I8 as‘shown in Fig. 7. 
Heat is added to the pasty mix by the molten 

metal flowing into the refining body E through 
the lateral conductor 84. The outlet of this 
conductor` is relatively remote from the main 
outlet passage 2|, which leads into the main 
hearth or heating chamber of the furnace, so 
that metal in a pasty mix or mush on the auxil 
iary hearth I8 is continuously being converted 
to a molten condition and brought to skim. 
In the refining ?process the metal is agitated 

or worked during the heating and while being 
brought to skim, by hand puddling or by me 
chanical mixers or puddling devices lowered into 
the mass of metal on the auxiliary hearth. At 
this stage of the process when the metal is at 
a relatively high temperature, refiners or refin 
ing gases may be added to the liquid metal to 
effect refinementfand purification which was not 
accomplished at the lower temperature of the 
pasty mush or mix. Such refiners may be in 
troduced through the stream of molten high tem 
perature metal issuing from the conductor 84 or 
they» may be mixed directly into the body of metal 
on the auxiliary hearth. 
The slag, dross and contaminants rising and 

carried to the surface of the molten metal ad 
jacent the left-hand end of the auxiliary hearth, 
as viewed in Figs. 6 and 7, are separated or skim 
med therefrom and the purified or refined metal 
flows into the main heating chamber through 
the passage 2l. ` 

By thus utilizing separate streams of molten 
metal flowing between the body of molten metal 
B and the body of molten or partially molten 
metal A on the auxiliary hearth, one stream for 
initialv heating of solid-metal to bring it to a 
pasty state and another stream to connect the 
pasty mix to liquid metal, a smelting furnace 
may be operated continuously. The metal to be 
smelted is introduced at uniform intervals or 
continuously into the swirling vortex 88 in the 
receiver and is rapidly engulfed and reduced to 
a pasty mix condition with the refining materials 
and fluxes in the retainer portion of the receiver. 
The pasty mix mass thus produced travels for 
ward over the auxiliary hearth during the re 

' flning process and while impurities and con 
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taminants are, segregated. Thereafter the ad 
dition of further heat by the otheror second 
stream of' molten metal flowing through the ' 
supplemental conduit or flume 84 completes the 
melting of the metal being smelted, bringingit 
tó a liquid state or to skim, so that the segre 
gated impurities and contaminants rise or are 
carried to the surface and can be separated or 
skimmed in the usual manner. Thus metal is 
being brought to a pasty state or condition in 
one zone of the auxiliary hearth and other metal 
is being changed from a pasty state or condition 
to a molten state in another zone of the auxiliary 
hearth. ' 

The large body of molten metal developed in 
the furnace may be tapped from time to time 
and a portion only of the smelted metal with 
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drawn at each tapping, the-smelting process thus _ 
beinggoarried on indefinitely. If «desired,vthe 
smelting process may be interrupted after a batch 
has been refined and purified and the entire body 
of molten metal removed during a single with 
drawal or tapping. In4 either case and regard 
less of the manner of .withdrawal of the smelted . 
metal from the furnace, the process is “con~ 
tinuous"with respect to the smelting steps, in 
asmuch las the addition of metal to be smelted 
tothe receiver maybe continuous rather than 
cyclic. . . e ` . y - 

Reference is made to our copending applica 
non for U. s. patent, serial No. 30,963 med June . 
3,»1948, for Apparatus For smelting Metals Awhich 
describes and claims common subject matter. 

'I'he principles of the present invention may be 
utilized in various ways, numerous modifications  
and alterations being contemplated. substitution 
of parts and changes in construction being re 
sorted to as desired, it being understood that the 
embodiments shown in thel drawings and de 
scribed above and the particular method set forth 
are given merely for purposes of explanation and 
illustration in accordance with the patent stat 
utes and without intending >to limit the scope 
of the claims to the specific details disclosed. > 
What we claim is: f 

1. The process of smelting metals which com 
prises maintaining a first body of molten metal 
in a fixed location and a second body of at least 
partially molten metal in a fixed location ad 
jacent the first body and at an elevation with 
respect thereto such that the bottom of each is 
lower than the surface level of the other, main 

is further heated during its travel tosaid small 
body of meta-l. 

5. The processor claim 2 in whichthe molten ̀ 
metal withdrawn from saidflarge body of metal 
is further heated by electrical induction during 
its travel to said small body of metal;y 

6. >The process of smelting metals susceptiblev 
to rapid oxidation at elevated temperatures 
which. comprises maintaining a `large body of 
molten metal> at a fixed location in'an enclosed 
chamber and a relatively small body of at least 
partially molten metal at a fixed location ad 
jacent and in communication with the large,y 
body of'metal along a first path disposed below 
the surface vlevel of both,r withdrawing com 
pletely-molten metal from below the surface of 
said large body of metal and conducting it along' 
a second path and into said small body of metal 
for adding heat thereto. simultaneously adding 
solidmetal to said small body of metal and com 

‘ mingling it therewith to effect heat transfer 
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taining said bodies in communication with each ` 
other along a first path disposed belowV the sur 
face level of both, withdrawing molten metal 
from below the surface of said first body oi’ metal 
and forcibly conducting it along a sœond path 
and into said second body of metal, adding solid 
metal to said second body of metal and com 
mingling it ,e therewith to effect heat transfer 

therebetween for melting the added metal, con 
ducting molten metal from below the surface of 
said small body of metal and along said first.> 
path into said large body of metal, the flow of 
molten metal along said first path being effected 
by difference in static pressure at opposite ends 
of ‘said first path, and adding heat to the large 
body of _metal for maintaining its molten condi 
tion. 

'7. The process of smelting metals susceptible 
to rapid oxidation at elevated temperatures 
which comprises maintaining a large body of 
molten metal at a ñxed location in- an enclosed 
chamber and a relatively small body> of at least 
partially molten metal at a fixed location ad 
jacent and in communication with the large body 
of metal along a first path disposed` below' the 
surface level‘of both, substantially continuouslyA 
withdrawing completely-molten metal from be 

‘ low the surface of said large body of metal and 

therebetween for melting'the added metal, with- ~ 
drawing molten metal 'from below ythe surface of 
said second body of metal and conducting it along 
said first path and into 'said first body of metal. 

2. The process of smelting metals susceptible 
to rapidV oxidation at elevated temperatures which 
comprises maintaininga large body of molten 
metal in a fixed location and a relatively small 
body of at least partially molten metal in a fixed 
location adjacent the large body and at an ele 
vation with respect thereto such that the bottom 
of each is llower than the surface level of the 
other, maintaining these bodies in communica 
tion with each other along a iirst path disposed 
below the surface level of both, withdrawing 
completely-moltenmetal from below the surface 
of said large body kofmetal andoonducting it 
along a second path and into said small body of 
lmetal for adding Vheat thereto, simultaneously 
adding solid metal tosaid small body of metal 
and commingling> it therewith to effect heat 
transfer Vtherebetween for, melting the added 
metal, withdrawing molten metal from below the 
surface ofv lsaid small body of metal and con 
ducting it along lsaid ñrst path and into said large 
body'of metal, and adding heat to thelarge body 
of metal for maintaining its molten condition.. 

3. The process of claim 2 in which ,alloying 
materials are added to said smallbody of metal 
during the process. ` ` J , 

4.5 'I_‘he process of claim 2 in which the molten 
metal withdrawn from said large body'of metal 

conducting it along a second path and into said 
small body of metal for adding heat thereto, 
simultaneously adding solid metal to said small 
`body of metal and commingling it therewith to 
effect heat transfer therebetween for melting the 
added metal, withdrawing molten metal from' 
below the surface of said small body of metal 
and conducting it along said first path and into 
said large body of metal, and adding heat to 
the large body of metal for maintaining its 
molten condition. ` ` 

8. The process ofy smelting light metals which 
comprises maintaining a largev body of> molten 
metal in a fixed location and ,a relatively small 
body of at least partially molten metal‘in a fixed 
location adjacent the large body of metal~ with 
drawing molten metal from below the surface 
of said large body of metal and conducting it 
,along a ñrst path and into said small body of 
metal, adding solid metal to said small body of 
metal and oommingling it therewith to effect heat ' 
transfer therebetween, continuing'the addition 
of solid metal and molten. metal to said small 
body of metal while proportioning their rates >oi’v 
addition to produce a pasty mass of partiallyV 
molten metal therein, then reducing the ratio 
between the rate of addition of solid metal and 
the rate of addition of molten metal for lique 
Vfying said pasty mass, withdrawing molten metal 
from below the surface of said small body of 
metal and conducting it along a second path and 
intosaid large body of metal, and adding heat 
to the large body of metal as required for main 
taining its molten condition. , 
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9. The process of smelting light metals which 
comprises maintaining a large body of molten 
metal in a iixed location and a relatively small 
body of at least partially molten metal in a fixed 
location adjacent the large body of metal, with 
drawing molten metal from below the surface of 
said large body of metal and conducting it along 
a first path andl into said small body of metal 
for adding heat thereto, adding solid metal to 
said small body of metal and commingling it 
therewith to effect heat transfer therebetween, 
continuing the addition of solid metal to said 
small body of metal at a rate adjusted with 
respect to the rate of addition of heat thereto 
to produceA a pasty mass of partially molten metal 
therein, then reducing the ratio between the 
rate of addition of solid metal and the rate of 
addition of heat for liquefying said pasty mass, 
withdrawing molten metal from below the sur 
face of said small body of metal and conducting 
it along a second path and into said large body 
of metal at a point below the surface of the 
large body of metal, and adding heat to the large 
body of metal as required for maintaining its 
molten condition. , 

_ 10. The process of smelting contaminated 
metals which comprises maintaining a large body 
of molten metal _at a fixed location in an enclosed 
chamber and a relatively small body of at least 
partially molten metal at a fixed location ad 
jacent and in communication with the large body 
of metal along a first path disposed below the 
surface level of both, continuously withdrawing 
molten metal from below the surface ofY said 
large body of metal and conducting it along ̀ a 
second path to a higher elevation for continu 
ous discharge into said small body of metal, add-` 
ing solid contaminated metal to said small body 

- of metal and commingling it therewith and with 
the entering molten metal, regulating the rate 
of flow of molten metal and rate of addition of 
solid metal to ‘said small body for heating the 
added solid metal first to a pasty condition and 
then to a molten condition, `withdrawing molten 
metal from below the surface of said small boda1 
of metal and conducting it along said first path 
and into the large body of metal at a rate con 
trolled essentially by the surface levels of the 
two bodies and by the fluidity of the metal there 
in, and adding heat to the large body as_ required " 
to maintain it in a molten condition. 

11. The process of claim 10 wherein fluxing 
materials are added to said small body of metal 
prior to the formation of the pasty'mass there- ‘ 
in and the rates of flowy of molten metal and . 

' addition of solid metal are regulated to maintain 
, the pasty condition for a time suiiicient to effect 
substantially complete segregation of` contami 
nants contained in the added solid metal, where 
by separation ofsaid contaminants occurs dur 
ing subsequent conversion of the metal of the 
pasty mass to a molten condition. » 
y l2. The process of smelting light metals such 
as aluminum which comprises maintaining a body 
of metal in an at least partially molten condition, 
introducing a stream of molten metal into said 
body ata selected zone, adding fluxing material 
and contaminated solid metal to said body at 
said selected zone whereby they are closely sur 
rounded .primarily by the molten metal intro 
duced at said zone, the proportion of added molten 
metal and added solid metal being regulated to 
produce and maintain a pasty mixture for re 
tarding separation of the fluxing material until 
segregation of contaminants therein is substan 
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tially complete, and then suspending the addi 
tion of solid metal while continuing the intro. 
duction of molten metal for liquefying the pasty 
mixture, whereby separation of the segregated 
contaminants is effected; 

13. The process of smelting light metals such 
as aluminum which comprises maintaining a 
reservoir of molten metal, continuously with 
drawing molten metal from below the surface of 
said reservoir, continuously mixing the with 
drawn metal with added pieces of solid metal 
and added fluxing materials in a mixing zone to 
effect heat transfer therebetween, the withdrawn 
metal and the solid metal being so proportioned 
as to continuously form a pasty mix for segrega 
tion of impurities, continuously moving said pasty 
mix into a melting zone, continuously heating the 
pasty mix in the melting zone to progressively 
liquefy the pasty mix and~permit segregated im 
purities to separate and rise to the surface there 
of, skimming off separated impurities, and con 
tinuously withdrawing molten metal from below 
the surface of the metal in said melting zone and 
conducting it into said reservoir of molten metal.l 

14. The process of claim 13 wherein a portion 
of the metal withdrawn from said reservoir of 
molten metal is introduced directly into said 
melting zone for heating the pastyl mix therein. 

15. The process of smelting contaminated 
metal, which comprises maintaining a body of 
metal in molten condition, continuously with 
drawing molten metal from said body, mixing 
contaminated solid metal pieces into the with 
drawn metal to mix and commingle the same 
and effect a heat transfer therebetween, adding 
fluxing materials to commingle with the mixed 
metals, the withdrawn metal being included in 
such quantity and at such a temperature that a 
pasty mixture results, maintaining the mixture 
in a pasty condition until the contaminants 
segregate from the metal, withdrawing additional 
molten metal from said body and adding the 
same to the pasty mixture to heat and liquefy 
the latter for separation of the contaminants 

f inthe presence of the fluxing materials, and 
separating _the contaminants from the liquefied 
mixture. 

16. The process of smelting contaminated light 
metals such as aluminum which comprises main 
taining a body of metal in molten condition, 
continuously withdrawing molten metal from said 
body, adding contaminated solid metal to the 
withdrawn metal to produce a pasty mixture 
upon the transfer of heat between the withdrawn 
and contaminated metal, adding fluxing mate 
rials to the withdrawn and added metal for in 
clusion in the pasty mix, maintaining the fluxed 
pasty mix in heat conducting relation to the 
body of molten metal during segregat‘on of con 
taminants, introducing additional molten metal 
into the pasty mix to liquefy the same for 
separation of the segregated contaminants, and 
continuously conducting liquid metal from the 
liquefied mixture into the body of molten metal. 

17. The process of smelting contaminated light 
metals such as aluminum which comprises main 
taining a body of metal in a pasty mix condition, 
simultaneously introducing predetermined pro 
portioned quantities of molten metal and con 
taminated solid metal into a common zone of 
said pasty mix so that the solid metal is closely 
surrounded primarily by the liquid metal with 
which it is introduced, said predetermined pro 
portions being such as to-maintain the resulting 
mixture in a substantially pasty condition during 
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segregation of contaminants, adding iiux, and 
thereafter introducing a continuous stream of 
molten metal into the mixture to supply heat 
for liquefying the mixture, whereby separation 
of the segregated contaminants is effected. 

18. The process of smelting aluminum scrap 
which comprises feeding the scrap into a bath 
of molten metal in the presence of a flux and 
in such proportion as to form a pasty mix for 
segregation of impurities, flowing a substantially 
continuous stream of molten metal into the pasty 
mix to liquefy the pasty mix so that segregated 
impurities rise to the surface thereof, removing 
the impurities, and circulating a portion ofthe 
liquefied metal through a heating zone and re 
turn. , f 

19. The process of smelting light metals such 
as aluminum to min'rnize oxidation which com 
prises feeding solid metal to a relatively small 
body of molten metal in such proportion as to 
form a pasty mix, adding fluxing materials to 
commingle with the pasty mix metal, maintain 
ing the pasty mix in heat conducting relation 
to a relatively large body of molten metal while 
segregation of lmpuritties occurs in the pasty 
mix, flowing a substantially continuous stream 
of molten metal from the large body into the 
pasty mix to liquefy the pasty mix so that 
segregated impurities rise to the surface thereof, 
removing the impurities, and commingling the 
liquefied metal of the pasty mix with the large 
body of molten metal. 

20. The process of smelting light metals such 
as aluminum which comprises maintaining a body 
of metal in molten condition, continuously with»  
drawing molten metal from said body, mixing 
the withdrawn metal with solid metal pieces to 
effect a commingling thereof and a heat transfer 
therebetween, adding fiuxing materials to com 
mingle with the mixed metals, the _withdrawn 
molten metal being present in the commingled 
mass in such proportions as to form a pasty mix 
for segregation of impurities, heating the pasty 
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mix to liquefy the same so that segregated im 
purities rise to the surface thereof, and com 
mingling the liquefied metal with the body of 

I molten metal. . - 

21. The process of smelting light metals such 
as aluminum which comprises maintaining a body 
of metalin molten condition, continuously with 
drawing molten metal from said body, continu 
ously mixing withdrawn metal with solid metal 
pieces in a mixing zone to effect a heat transfer 
therebetween, the withdrawn metal and the solid 
metal being so proportioned as to continuously 
form a pasty mix for segregation of impurities, 
adding fiuxing materials to commingle with the 
pasty mix metal, continuously heating the pasty 
mix in another zone to progressively liquefy the 
pasty mix so that segregated impurities rise to 
the surface thereof, removing the impurities, and 
continuously commingling liquefied metal of the 
pasty mix with the body of molten metal. 

WALTER BONSACK. 
WALTER M. WEIL. 
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